Visitor and library regulations

1. Uppsala University Library is a public research library. Collections and services are primarily intended for researchers, teachers and students at Uppsala University, but may also be used by the general public.

2. The Library consists of several units. For information about each unit, please see the Library website: www.ub.uu.se. For the Almedal Library, Campus Gotland, special rules apply, please see http://www.almedalsbiblioteket.se/english/BorrowingRules.html

3. Users of the Library’s services are obliged to comply with the rules for using Uppsala University Library. Visitors should comply with the regulations that are given via notices or verbal instructions from the Library officials.

4. Library material shall be handled carefully and be protected against damage.

5. Anyone disturbing the activities on the Library premises, not complying with the borrowing rules or otherwise misusing the Library’s information resources and services may, following a decision by a department manager, have the right removed to use the Library and to be present on its premises. For University employees and students, special discipline rules in employment law and according to Chapter 10 Section 1:3 of the Higher Education Ordinance (SFS 1993:100) apply.

Electronic resources

1. Employees and students have access to the Library’s electronic resources, such as databases, e-periodicals and e-books also outside the University premises via their personal logins issued by the University. Because of the applicable license agreements, other visitors only have the opportunity to use the Library’s electronic resources on the Library premises. This is done by applying for a guest account when visiting the Library.

2. Those who use the Library’s e-periodicals, e-books and other database material must comply with the license conditions. Printout and downloading may only be done for private use in accordance with the Act on Copyright in Literary and Artistic Works (SFS 1960:729). Research and studies are counted as private use in this respect. Other limitations may exist in certain license agreements.

Library card

1. Anyone who has turned 18 years and has a Swedish identity document, passport or photographic identification, can apply for a library card. Anyone lacking a Swedish identity document who intends to use the Library for studies or research may be registered as a borrower during the time he or she is present in Sweden. A permanent home address shall then be registered in the borrower register. Persons under 18 years may also obtain a library card following special assessment.

2. The library card should be treated as a valuable. The holder is responsible for the borrowing registered to the borrower, and for ensuring the card is not used by any unauthorised person. Loss of the library card should be reported to the Library immediately, in order that the card can be blocked against unauthorised use. Lost cards are replaced against a fee.

3. Borrowed items are issued against display of the library card, or use of the card in a self-checkout. The library card is for personal use, but borrowings may be registered on behalf of another person using that person’s library card.

4. Change of address and change of email address shall immediately be reported to the Library so that the borrower register can be updated.

5. Data about an individual person’s borrowing, orders and reservations are protected according to Chapter 40 Section 3 of the Public Access to Information and Secrecy Act (SFS 2009:400). Other personal data is handled according to the Personal Data Act (SFS 1998:204).
**Borrowing rules**

1. The borrower is normally guaranteed to retain the borrowed item for 30 days. For course books, a 7 days’ borrowing period normally applies. The borrower may retain the book thereafter until it is requested by another borrower, or until the borrowing period has definitively ended. For certain books, an absolute time limit of varying length applies, after which the book must be returned, even if not requested by another borrower. The Library catalogue states the borrowing periods that apply for each individual book.

2. The borrower is obliged to ascertain when the borrowing periods end and to return material at the correct time, or to extend the loan. This can be done on the Library website via the link “My loans”. The borrower is responsible for the item until it is returned to the Library and has been de-registered in the borrowing system. As part of its service, the Library usually sends out a message to the borrower if there is a request or the borrowing period is ending.

3. The borrower can normally re-borrow the item twice via the Library website via the link “My loans”. Thereafter, the item must be returned to the Library or be displayed.

4. Material for research and studies that is not held by Uppsala University Library may be borrowed from a remote source by researchers and students at Uppsala University.

5. Borrowing from a remote library within the Nordic countries is usually free of charge. For borrowings from libraries outside the Nordic countries, an administration fee is charged. Borrowing periods and other rules in connection with borrowing from remote sources are determined by the lending library. Copies of material that is not held by Uppsala University Library may, within copyright and licensing rules, be acquired from a remote source, against a fixed fee.

**Material with special borrowing conditions**

1. Reference materials and periodicals shall, as a rule, be studied at the library unit in question.

2. For certain material, among them course books, special borrowing rules apply. The Library catalogue states the borrowing periods that apply for each individual book.

3. Material printed before 1900 shall, as a rule, be studied in the reading room at the library unit in question, and may not be borrowed. Also for some more recent material there are limitations to the borrowing right.

4. Unique material (manuscripts, maps, images, etc.) may as a rule only be studied in the Special Reading Room or the special reading room of the Map and Image Unit, both at Carolina Rediviva. Printed material from before 1851 may as a rule only be studied in the Special Reading Room. See the rules that apply for the special reading rooms.

**Demands and replacement of damaged or lost material**

1. When the borrowing period has expired or the material has been requested by another borrower, a demand will be issued for it, however no earlier than at the expiry of the guaranteed borrowing period. If the material is not returned, the borrower will be blocked from any further borrowing until the material is returned.

2. If material requested by another borrower is not returned after a demand has been issued, the original borrower is obliged to pay an administration fee of SEK 250. The same applies if the book is not returned after the possible re-borrowings have been made and the definitive borrowing period has expired.

3. The administration fee shall always be paid, even if the material is returned. Unpaid fees result in a block against any further borrowing.

4. If the borrowed material is not returned, the borrower will also be invoiced the replacement value of the material.

5. Payment may be made via the Library’s plusgiro account 18 35 32-1 and using a debit card or cash at reception or the repro office at Carolina Rediviva.

6. Damage to borrowed material that arises during the borrowing period shall be compensated for by the borrower. All repairs are made by the Library. Damaged material belongs to the Library even after such compensation has been paid.

7. For as long as a borrower is liable to compensate the Library for any administration fee, damaged or non-returned material, the borrower is blocked from any further borrowing.

**Copying**

1. There are copiers in or in conjunction with the Library premises. The user is responsible for ensuring that any applicable copyright rules (SFS 1960:729) are complied with in copying. Some older or fragile material may not be copied. The user is then referred to the Library’s repro department.

2. Copies of Library material may be ordered. These are debited according to a fixed price list, published on the Library website.